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T

he rain has held off for the last hour or so as I finish off this issue [06/06] so it appears summer may be
on the verge of arriving. It's not easy looking at sunny and picturesque vineyard vistas or sun-kissed
winemakers while the rain hammers down all around you but, thankfully, the wines our buyers have found
for your summer radiate sunshine. The best Vinho Verde we've tasted for ages? Check. The only gin you'll
need for summer? Check. Classic favourites like Gavi, NZ Sauvignon and CÔtes du RhÔne? Check, check
and check! We've also got some interesting wines for you to explore like a red Lagrein from Italy that's
lovely chilled, three stunning Aussies from a winemaking dynasty and Churton's EPIC Best End Sauvignon
Blanc. Enjoy the picnics, barbecues, late nights in the garden and long G&Ts. Cheers from all at Hennings.
Matt Parkinson

GAVI
LA BATTISTINA
Fresh, textured and juicy – our second special parcel of three for

summer sees the return of a delicious old favourite. This will not
hang about for long...

Country key | AU – Australia | EN – England | FR – France | GM – Germany | IT – Italy | NZ – New Zealand | PG – Portugal | RO – Romania / SA – South Africa

NZ
SAUVIGNON
PARCEL
Shyness and an albatross may not spring to mind when thinking

about the ubiquitous New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc, however our
first summer parcel is the perfect crowd-pleaser...

T

he La Battistina estate consists of 26ha of
mature vineyard, including 5ha in Gavi del
Comune di Gavi. The property was acquired by
leading Piemonte producer Araldica in 2002,
establishing their reputation as a Gavi specialist,
with the largest vineyard holdings in the region.
La Battistina (and the neighbouring 20ha estate of
La Lancellotta, from which grapes are also sourced)
are renowned as among the best sites in Gavi. The
unique combination of limestone and clay soil
allows full ripening of the local Cortese grape,
which, together with vines of average age 35 years,
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THE SHY ALBATROSS SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016, MARLBOROUGH – NZ | The what?! I
might try to get a bit of work on the side coming up with names for Marlborough Sauvignon Blancs. Simply
pick an adjective and then an animal – The Calm Stoat, The Raucous Sloth or perhaps The Benevolent
Magpie? Easy. If you like your Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc with cut grass and gooseberry then this is the
wine for you – perfect for summer nights in the garden and weekend gatherings. RRP £9.99 – special parcel
price £7.99

gives complexity and weight to what is one of Italy's
most fashionable white wines.
This delicious bottle has an aromatic, zesty nose
with apple and lime notes. Textured and gently
nutty with savoury characters – the wine is juicy,
with weighty fruit and a zippy, citrusy, mouthwatering feel – creating a refreshing, yet satisfying
finish.

GAVI LA BATTISTINA 2016, PIEDMONT – IT
| RRP £11.99 – special parcel price £8.99
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PROVENCE
ROSÉ
Great on its own – even better with food...Words by Matthew
Hennings

"...too pale and it looks
washed out...too dark and
we presume it might be
sweet or too full..."
summer were made for each
other. It is all too easy to pull the
cork/flick the screwcap and get
stuck in without even thinking
about food. However, it was fun
to match up the great wines of
Château Cavalier with a couple
of suitable dishes.
Owned by the Castel family
since 2000, Château Cavalier
is situated in Vidauban, smack
bang in the middle of the Côtes
de Provence some 25 miles North
West of Saint Tropez. Huge
investment in the vineyard and
having famous wine consultant
Oliver Dauga in tow means this
estate is going from strength
to strength. Fantastic new
packaging this year too; look
out for the brilliant three litre
Jeroboam bottles of Marafiance,
due to be with us in July, if you
are entertaining.

CHÂTEAU MAS FLEURY
2016 (£9.95 reduced to £8.95)

R

osé is one of the few wines we
‘buy with our eyes’ and the
right shade of pink is vital. Too
pale and it looks washed out and
perhaps may lack character; too
dark and we presume it might be
sweet or perhaps too rich and full.
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It’s all about skin contact, or
lack of. These four wines below
have had anywhere between
four to six hours of cold
maceration; submerging the
black grapes in their own juices
to extract just the right amount

of colour, tannins and aromas
at a cold temperature prior to
fermentation. Think of trying
to make that perfect cup of tea –
timing is vital.
As most of us know rosé and

is our biggest selling Provence
rosé by a country mile and it’s
easy to see why. Refreshingly dry
and frighteningly easy to drink,
it sells all year round but takes
off when the sun comes out.
Perfect as an apéritif and a great
picnic partner, especially the 25cl

bottles we have at the moment.

LE SECRET DE SAINT
PIERRE 2016 (£9.99) is a
blend of Cinsault and Grenache
which combine into a flurry of
peach, strawberry and spring
fruit flavours held firm by a
smack of acidity. Not much of
this around so try it whilst you
can.

CHÂTEAU CAVALIER
CUVÉE MARAFIANCE
2016 (£13.50 reduced to £11.99)
with antipasti and griddled
local asparagus. What a fantastic
match this is to antipasti – the
asparagus in particular. A
real mish-mash of six grape
varieties with a dominance of
Grenache (also Syrah, Rolle,
Cinsault, Cabernet Sauvignon
and Semillon if you were
wondering). Wonderfully pale
and elegant, awash with citrus
and red fruits and balanced with
a floral hint of spice that makes
it such a winner with this dish –
perfect acidity to scythe through
rich charcuterie and cheese.

CHÂTEAU GRAND
CAVALIER 2016 (RRP £21.50

olives, tomatoes and garlic. A
different animal altogether to
the Marafiance; the dominant
grape variety is Syrah (also
Rolle, Grenache and Cabernet
Sauvignon) which adds some
real fullness to the palate which
makes it far more gastronomic,
but still with fantastic balance
and acidity. Much more red berry
fruit here with a mineral edge
to it. [What does mineral mean I
hear you say? Well it’s a bit like the
aromas you get from wet stones.
Trust me, it adds to the flavour in
a good way]. A real winner with
the rack of lamb, and works
really well with the other roasted
elements.
We did have to show some
restraint to ensure there was
still enough rosé left to go with
our dessert of local strawberries,
sponge and cream and this may
have been the best food match
of the lot.
Something for all rosé lovers.
We've got the wines sorted,
so have fun and let’s hope for
the one ingredient we cannot
control...sunshine!

introductory price £18.50) with
roast rack of lamb, roasted
Images above and opposite: pinks from Provence go with a multitude of flavours including strawberries!
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LE
VERSANT
One of our most popular ranges accross every part of our business
and a sure fire hit from our old friends at Foncalieu...
GRENACHE ROSÉ, VDP D'OC – FR | A
delicate nose combining sweet hints of red fruit
and more floral aromas of rose and orange flower.
Wonderfully balanced palate that's enlivened by
hints of citrus zest. Great with ratatouille, chilled
pea and mint soup and tandoori chicken. £8.99
reduced to £7.99

CHARDONNAY, VDP D'OC – FR |

VIOGNIER, VDP D'OC – FR |

SAUVIGNON BLANC, VDP D'OC – FR |
Intense nose of lime, kiwi, pear and passion fruit.
The palate is bright with mineral hints of citrus
and blackcurrant buds. Perfect with asparagus or
grilled fish. £8.99 reduced to £7.99

Bright colour
with green tints. Intense apricot, peach and rose
aromas with a touch of ginger and mint. Strong and
generous on the palate with a smooth and fruity
finish. An excellent apéritif and perfect with tagine.
£8.99 reduced to £7.99

PINOT NOIR, VDP D'OC – FR |

Masses of cherry,
wild strawberries and fresh blackcurrant on the
nose with an elegant and smooth palate of summer
fruits and a smoky, minty hint. Drink on its own or
with roast poultry. £8.99 reduced to £7.99
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A very
aromatic nose of white flowers, honey and
pineapple, livened up by hints of toast from the
ageing. Full on the palate with a long tropical and
roasted finish. If you love Mâcon you should give
this a go. Delicious with moules marinières or fresh
goats cheese. £8.99 reduced to £7.99

SYRAH, VDP D'OC – FR | Deep red colour with
dark purple tints. Complex nose of small red
fruits, peony and spice. Full and fresh on the palate
with flavours of citrus peel and liquorice, smooth
tannins and a cocoa finish. Think lamb, rosemary,
girolles and duck. £8.99 reduced to £7.99

Image opposite: One of Foncalieu's beautiful vineyards during summer
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ALSATIAN
PERSUASION
Often playing fourth fiddle behind the heroic Riesling, aromatic

Gewürztraminer and flavoursome Pinot Gris, it's time to explore
Alsace's Pinot Blanc...Words by Fergus de Witt

A

lsace has always had a heavily Germanic
influence. Throughout history, this northeast
area of France has passed back-and-forth between
French and German ownership many times. It is
not, therefore, surprising that there are several
similarities between the wines of Germany and
Alsace, with the same grape varieties grown on
either side of the border as well as Alsatian wines
always being bottled in the instantly recognisable

‘flute’, so commonly used in Germany. As a general
rule, however, Alsace wines are often drier in style,
with slightly higher alcohol content.
Located right in the heart of Alsace, the Arthur Metz
Company was founded in 1904. Here we have two
of their wines made from Pinot Blanc, one of the
region's best-known varieties.

CRÉMANT D'ALSACE ARTHUR METZ NV, ALSACE – FR |

The word ‘Crémant’ is always one to
look out for on a French Fizz. There are many laws and regulations to adhere to when producing a Crémant.
The wine has to come from a designated region of origin, such as Alsace, the Loire or Burgundy. The grapes
also have to be harvested manually and the wine has to undergo a secondary-fermentation in the bottle,
just as it does in Champagne. These rules, along with many others, ensure that Crémant wines offer a high
level of quality at an affordable price. This particular one is no exception. Made primarily from Pinot Blanc,
it delivers richness of flavour and bubbles that you would expect from a Champagne. The nose is yeasty and
toasty, with notes of baked apples and brioche (which comes from the secondary fermentation in bottle).
The palate is clean and fresh, with a mouth-filling mousse and a lingering finish that leaves you wanting
more. £14.99 reduced to £13.50
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MICHEL LÉON PINOT BLANC 2015, ALSACE – FR | The name Michel Léon pays homage to the
original 19th century founder of the winery, as well as his grandson, who eventually sold it to Arthur Metz.
The vineyards are located at the foot of the Vosges Mountains and this really is classic Alsatian Pinot Blanc
at its best. An inviting nose of fresh apples and pears, with a hint of melon, follows on to the palate with a
really clean and zesty mouthfeel, with wonderfully soft acidity. The fresh, zippy flavours linger, leaving you
with a rather long and very satisfying finish. £10.99 reduced to £9.50
Image opposite: an Alsatian vineyard post-summer
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BLACK
ELEPHANT
In case an albatross of a potentially nervous persuasion wasn't
enough, here are some dogs...and a peacock...Words by Damian
Wingate

K

nowing what an animal lover
I am, I’ve been asked to write
a few words for this edition of
the Grapevine about a couple of
recent additions to our South
African range – some wonderful
offerings from Black Elephant
Vintners, based in the beautiful
Franschhoek Valley.

to the final wine. Following
a month-long stainless steel
fermentation, the remaining 5%
of the wine – old vine Semillon –
is added. This is barrel fermented
separately before blending
with the Sauvignon, so it adds
richness to the gooseberry and
passionfruit palate.

Two Dogs, a Peacock & a Horse,
(yes honestly) is named as a
tongue in cheek homage to all
those ‘critter’ labels currently so
in vogue. The wine itself consists
of 95% Sauvignon Blanc, which
is selected from multiple sites
around the Franschhoek Valley,
each offering a different character

Nicholas Red, named after one of
the founder’s sons is a masterful
blend of five varieties from five
vineyards in the Franschhoek
Valley. Produced as naturally
as possible, without artificial
interference, the wine spends
24 months maturing in old
French oak barrels before the

UPCOMING
EVENTS
What does a Master of Wine, a Burgundy house established in 1816

and the producer of Queen Victoria's favourite wine have in
common? They're all hosting a brilliant tasting at our HQ this year!

final blending and subsequent
bottling. This all leads to an
intense drinking experience: dark
in colour with rich, fruity aromas
and a soft, silky, palate with
black pepper spice. Thankfully
no animals were harmed in the
enjoyment of these wines.

TWO DOGS A PEACOCK
AND A HORSE 2017,
FRANSCHHOEK – SA | £12.99
NICHOLAS RED 2014,
FRANSCHHOEK – SA | £14.99
reduced to £13.50

G

ERMANY | REICHSRAT VON BUHL
TUTORED TASTING, PULBOROUGH
HQ, FRIDAY 30TH JUNE 2017 – 1900 TO 2030 | If you
love wine then you'll love Riesling. We're delighted to
welcome Monika Schmid from the internationally
acclaimed Reichsrat Von Buhl in Germay's Pfalz.

A

RGENTINA | ZUCCARDI AND VIÑA
COBOS TASTING, PULBOROUGH HQ,

THURSDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER 2017 – 1900 TO 2030
| The region of Mendoza conjures up beautiful vistas
with galloping gouchos — keep those in mind when

F

RANCE | MAISON JAFFELIN TUTORED
TASTING, PULBOROUGH HQ, FRIDAY 27TH
OCTOBER 2017 – 1900 TO 2030 | It's been a few
years since we did a Burgundy tasting at HQ so it'll be
great to welcome Maximilien from Maison Jaffelin to
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A traditional grape press in South Australia

Along to show us why their wines are so highly prized
throughout the world. The focus will of course be on
the king of grapes with a smattering of other bits and
pieces for good measure — a tasting that is not to be
missed! £20 per person

you arrive at our HQ warehouse! The wines will
definitely live up to expectations and there will be
none other than Fergal Tynan MW on hand to guide
you through the region. £20 per person

Pulborough. Jaffelin, founded in 1816, are the smallest
of the great Burgundy houses and, following major
investment in 2004, have been scooping up awards all
over the world with their hand crafted wines. £20 per
person
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THAT'S
THE SPIRIT
The growth chart of gin sales at Hennings over the last 18 months

looks like the launch trajectory of Apollo 5. Get stuck into these two
beauties this summer...
CHILGROVE GIN BLUEWATER EDITION
46% | That's right – a special edition from
Chilgrove Gin! The original gin from Chilgrove
was where our foray into 'crafted' gin began and it
continues to be one of our most popular sellers.
This Bluewater Edition is bottled at 46% and
draws its inspiration from the rich history that
exists between England and Australia. Fourteen
botanicals, from England and Australia, are distilled
with a 100% grape-alcohol base and natural mineral
water sourced from the South Downs surrounding
Chilgrove in West Sussex. 70cl £39.95
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CONKER DORSET DRY GIN 40% | We
first encountered Conker Gin at the tail end
of 2016 and got it into our shops as soon as we
possibly could, such was our love of it. Distilled
in the back streets of Dorset from British wheat
and New Forest spring water by Rupert Holloway,
it combines 10 botanicals, including Macedonian
juniper, samphire and gorse flowers to produce a
stunningly refreshing and smooth gin. You could
quite happily drink this small batch gin neat over
ice but it makes an absolutely banging G&T! 70cl
£36.50 | 35cl £20.50

Images opposite: Conker distillery in action in Dorset
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THE
BEST END
One of the finest Sauvignon Blancs we've tasted from ANYWHERE
in the world. New world wine tempered with old world style...

C

hurton was established in 1997 by Sam and
Mandy Weaver. From site selection and biodynamic practices through to low intervention
winemaking, Churton produces exceptional
terroir-driven wines. They are not your New
Zealand norm as they are unique with outstanding
finesse and the ability to age; we had a bottle of
their 2010 Sauvignon Blanc in the office a week ago
and it was stunningly complex – still with lots of
life in it!
We love all of their wines but the one that stands
out is their Best End Sauvignon Blanc. It is a
sublime example of winemaking and we've secured
a tiny allocation.

CHURTON BEST END SAUVIGNON
BLANC 2015, MARLBOROUGH – NZ | "Floral
aromas of spring: almond blossom; lemon tree
flowers and blue borage honey underlined by
ground stone character. On the palate the wine
is dry and full, with intense citrus and white

nectarine flavours, creamy texture and a fine line of
silvery acidity running through to the long finish.
We manage the vineyard according to principles
of biodynamics and organics. Best End is a 1.26
hectare block that consistently produces our most
concentrated, intensely flavoured Sauvignon
Blanc fruit. At approximately 185m above sea level,
Best End was planted onto a north facing slope of
eroded loess on a ridge exposed to the prevailing
westerly winds. These challenging conditions
produce vines that crop small bunches resulting
in low yields of small golden berries. The 2015
growing season was long and cool, but bright and
sunny; it produced exceptional fruit in Best End. [It
has] evocative floral aromatics of spring: almond
blossom; lemon tree flowers and blue borage honey
underlined by ground stone character. On the
palate the wine is dry and full, with intense citrus
and white nectarine flavours, creamy texture and a
fine line of silvery acidity running through to the
long finish." Sam Weaver. £27.50 – only 2037 bottles

CÔTES
DU RHÔNE
The third of our special parcel wines is a belter from everyone's
favourite French valley. Perfect barbecue fodder with a modern
richness...

LES COTEAUX CÔTES DU RHÔNE VILLAGES 2014, RHÔNE – FR | How is it that the
Rhône continues to produce such brillaint wines at terribly sensible prices? On the back of the Sablet
that featured in our previous Grapevine we've now managed to secure another parcel of Côtes du Rhône
Villages at a cracking price. Think about barbecues during the summer and beyond as this has a few years
in it. Brambly fruit underpinned by subtle oaky nuances, lovely sweet spice; warm star anise with a touch
of cinnamon. This classic Côtes du Rhône Villages is enriched with specially-selected parcels from the cru
vineyards of Séguret, Sablet and Cairanne. RRP £9.99 special parcel price £7.99
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Images above: a view accross the vineyards; Sam Weaver hard at work harvesting; Brian the scarecrow equally hard at work

Image above: Cornas in the Northern Rhône. Admittedly nowhere near where this wine comes from but close enough and I liked the picture!
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VINHO
VERDE
A team favourite here and easily as summery as Provence rosé.

Recently awarded 'Best Vinho Verde 2017' it's sheer, uncomplicated joy...

C

asa de Vila Nova is owned
by the Lencastre family, of
aristocratic Portuguese lineage
– one of their ancestors became
the first Baron of Varzea do Douro
in the 1800s. This land has been
in their family since the 12th
century – the ivy clad tower that
still remains from that time is
now surrounded by Vila Nova
(new house) that was built in
the 1700s, and the property has
been gradually extended over the
centuries.
The estate is near the town of
Penafiel, close to the eastern
border of Portugal's Vinho Verde
wine region, around a 30 minute
drive east from Oporto. In the
late 1970s the family planted
vines over 12 hectares – mainly
local Portuguese varieties. In
2008 Bernardo Lencastre and his
brothers took over the running
of the property, revitalised the
vineyards and began making
Vinho Verde and bottling their
own wines – the first generation

PROSECCO
DUETTO
Best shared with family and friends in a sunny garden but also the
perfect fizz for any occasion, come rain or shine...

to do so. They now have around 42
hectares of vineyard.
Here, in the Entre-Douro-eMinho sub-region of Sousa, their
vineyards are influenced by winds
from the Atlantic Ocean - creating
the perfect climate to ripen
varieties such as Fernao Pires,
Avesso and Trajadura.

VILA NOVA VINHO VERDE
2016, VINHO VERDE – PG |
The Vinho Verde organisation
of Portugal has awarded Vila
Nova Vinho Verde 2016 the Best
Vinho Verde of Portugal 2017.
This refreshing blend of Loureiro,
Avesso and Arinto is produced
on the Lencastre family’s historic
estate. Floral, citrus aromas lead
on to a palate with more bright
citrus acidity and a lingering
finish. We love this and a few of
us in the office have had to ration
it as it's going too quickly – it's
unbelievably easy to drink. £8.99
reduced to £7.50

CASA DEFRA PROSECCO
FRIZZANTE NV, VENETO – IT
| Bright straw yellow in colour,
with a delicate and fine bouquet.
A beautifully fruity frizzante!
£9.50 reduced to £7.99

PASSAPAROLA
PROSECCO SPUMANTE
NV, VENETO – IT | This classic
from the North of Italy is a
delicious sparkler with aromatic
pear flavours on the nose
followed by a crisp palate of
succulent apple and pear. Gently
foamy, with a crisp and delicate
finish, drink on it's own or in true
venetian style, as a Bellini. £11.99
reduced to £9.99
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CHILLED
OUT
REDS
Change up your summer drinking from the usual rosé and zippy

whites to a refreshing splash of chilled, not cold, vino rosso...Words
by Hannah Gillies

T

he first time I
was introduced
to chilled red wine I
was sat outside a tiny
restaurant in the back
streets of Paris and
it was by complete
accident. I had ordered
the Beaujolais, three
glasses, for my two
friends and I. To my
complete shock the
wine was cold. Now,
this was a time when
I knew nothing about
wine so of course I
thought something was
terribly wrong. Then I
had a sip. My mind was
totally changed and I
was in heaven! What
a genius thing to do!
For red wine lovers

who don’t particularly
fancy a glass of white on
those hot summer days,
this is the next best
thing. Picture it next
to barbecued meats,
chicken salad, even
fish. Chilled red wine is
where summer is at and
is a must try.

BOTTEGA VINAI
LAGREIN DUNKEL
2015, TRENTINO
– IT | £11.99 reduced
to £9.99. Lagrein is a
grape variety native to
Italy and has gorgeous
smoked fruit flavours.
It is a little jammy
with hints of black
cherries and a really
great mouth feel. This

grape is perfect on a
scorching summer’s
day, straight out of the
fridge, next to anything
you may have sizzling
away on the barbecue.

CĂLUŞARI PINOT
NOIR 2016, VIILE
TIMISULUI – RO |
£7.95 reduced to £6.95.
Romania and wine
are not two words you
may have thought you
would ever hear, but
here is a Romanian
Pinot Noir and what
a stand out wine it is!
A perfect tipple when
you fancy something to
drink without food but
will sit well next to any
red meats, particularly

cured ones. Packed full
of violet and red cherry
flavours this is perfect,
chilled, on a sunny
afternoon.

CLOS DES VIEUX
MARRONNIERS
VIEILLES VIGNES
2015, BEAUJOLAIS
– FR | £9.99 reduced to
£8.50.
Any vino by Jean Laron
always makes for a
standout wine in my
books. Marronniers is
full of juicy red fruits
with a touch of spice on
the finish, which makes
for a brilliant match to
meats and cheese.

"...the wine was cold...
something was terribly
wrong..."
18
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LEHMANN
+ HESKETH = ?
The combined talents from two wine making dynasties can only
mean one thing...Words by Matt Parkinson

A

sk anyone that's spent a bit of time drinking
with me what my wine of choice would be
and they'll tell you, unanimously, 'anything from
Australia'. Sure, I love Alsatian Riesling (still the
origin of one of the most breath-taking wines I've
ever tasted), Piedmont Nebbiolo, the fortifieds of
Jerez and Tempranillo from the Ribera as much as
the next imbiber, but the land down under holds
so many memories for me that I just find myself
gravitating back there time and time again. It's
not just the extraordinarily diverse styles of wine
from the unique and individual sub-regions or the
historic and gnarled 100+ year old vines that I love,
but the people behind them – a more hospitible,
gregarious and genuninely humble band of the
wine industry you're unlikely to meet.

the context of their regions when you consider
their quality compared to other wines that are
available. Definitely wines to share with good
mates over a big, long lunch – just the way Phil and
Jonathan would.

LEHMANN HESKETH MK.01,
COONAWARRA/BAROSSA – AU | Take the best
Cabernet Sauvignon from Jonathan Hesketh's
'Block 95' at Coonawarra's Parker Estate and add in
its Shiraz counterpart from Phil Lehamnn's 'House
Block' in the Eden Valley and you have the Mk.01.
This classic grape blend has been the foundation
of South Australia for decades and this is one of
the finest we've ever tried – there was almost an
altercation in the office when I tried to take the half
empty sample bottle home. Deep, dark, intense and
utterly brilliant. The birth of a future collector's
wine? Could, no should, be...£29.95

ST. JOHN'S ROAD BLOCK 8 SHIRAZ,
BAROSSA – AU | The best way to explore the
diversity of Australian wine is to taste wines
from the sub-regions of the Barossa (or Clare)
Valley. Each one has a unique flavour profile that
always comes through and marks it out against its
neighbours. This Block 8 is from Ebenezer in the
Barossa and is so refreshing, vibrant and fragrant
thanks to the use of used oak in the maturation. £23

ST. JOHN'S ROAD L.S.D., BAROSSA – AU |
Lagrein, Shiraz and Durif in case you're wondering.
Clean, bright, rich and ripe. Quite possibly the best
pizza wine out there at the moment! The packaging
is quirky and fun but the wine is seriously good. As
Jonathan says 'We recommend you enjoy LSD liberally,
with a group of very close friends.' £17.50 reduced to
£14.99

Which brings me nicely onto the wines of Phil
Lehmann and Jonathan Hesketh, whose fathers
Peter and Robert started what is now the global
brand of Peter Lehmann Wines. Two brilliant men
with wine entangled in their DNA. Their wines
focus on the core strengths of the regions from
which the grapes come, and show real elegance
and individuality. Thankfully they have access to
some very historic vineyards which produce some
of the best grapes in Australia. The wines aren't the
cheapest in this issue but they are underpriced in

"...there was almost an
altercation in the office
when I tried to take
the half empty sample
bottle home..."
20 Vineyards in north-eastern Italy's Collio

Images above: Jonathan and Phil; grapes meeting their destiny in the crusher; autumnal vineyard; Block 8 Shiraz grapes ripening nicely
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REICHSRAT
VON BUHL
Custodians of some of the most ornate gates in the wine world and
makers of wines favoured by Bismark and Queen Victoria. It's time
to discover the wines of Von Buhl...Words by Adrian Housby-Smith

W

eingut Reichsrat Von Buhl is one of the most
prestigious wine estates in the world, having
produced some of the most highly regarded wines
ever made. With a 150 year history the estate was set
up in Pfalz by Franz Peter Von Buhl. Meeting with
influential people of the day he found success for
his wines at important events and ceremonies –
they were even served at the official opening of the
Suez Canal in 1869.
In the Rheinland-Palatinate State in the South West
of Germany you'll find the unique terroir of the
vineyards of Deidesheim and Forst. ‘Paradies für
Edelweine’ or Paradise for Noble Wines is the name
for the Mittelhaardt (also known as the Wine Road)
where this terroir is found.

viticulture and are certified organic. The
winemaker, Matthieu Kaufman, brings heritage and
experience as former Chef du Cave at Bollinger and
then Cave d’Eguisheim in Alsace. At Von Buhl he
produces wines in traditional styles, from Rieslings
in the dry Trocken style to the sweet noble Ausleses,
as well as red wines from Pinot Noir, known locally
as Spätburgunder. Recognising a preference for
mainstream wine to be drier in style, and seeking
a new audience, he has now created the Bone Dry
wines – both a Riesling and a Pinot Noir rosé.
If you would like the opportunity to experience
Von Buhl and taste some of their prestigious wines
then come along to our tasting in Pulborough on
30th June. It's a tasting not to be missed.

Today the vines are farmed by sustainable

REICHSRAT VON BUHL BONE DRY RIESLING, PFALZ – GM | A delicate light golden hue
that invitingly catches the sunlight. Aromas of youthful green berries but also refined complex notes. On
tasting there's a stunning and joyful mass of fresh lime flavour. A bone-dry minerality lies underneath but
it is the zingy acidity and heady length that's most enjoyable. £15.50 reduced to £13.50
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REICHSRAT VON BUHL
SPÄTBURGUNDER,
PFALZ – GM | At first glance
this appears a light-bodied
youthful red. The first fruit
aromas are delightful and you
soon become absorbed in what
is a world of true varietal Pinot
Noir. The palate offers cherries
and redcurrants which ease
you into almost homely
comfort before the wines takes
you deeper with an old world
style offering intrigue and
a generosity that is seldom
found. £19.99 reduced to £15.99
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ORDER ONLINE:
www.henningswine.co.uk ~ 01798 872485

ORDER THROUGH OUR SHOPS:

Chichester, North Street ~ 01243 784374
Goring, Aldsworth Parade ~ 01903 700224
Petworth, Golden Square ~ 01798 343021
Pulborough, Lower Street ~ 01798 872671

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY SERVICE
Minimum order £60 (£75 online)

NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY SERVICE
Details available on our website
All bottles are 75cl unless otherwise stated. E&OE. Prices are per bottle.
Stated vintages may be subject to change at any time. Gift packaging,
where shown, is offered subject to availability. Bottle, packaging and
closure designs may change at any time. Wines and prices offered are
subject to availability until Sunday 20 th August 2017.
Hennings Wine Merchants Ltd - registered in England. No.666499. The
Wine Cellars, Station Approach, Pulborough, West Sussex RH20 1AQ

